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EAB Trap 20081208

Traps, available in purple or green (shown) are sold in pairs and are shipped with glued faces touching.
Whenever possible they should be assembled in the field. If only one trap will be used, cover the sticky
surface of the other trap with wax paper. Glue is not water soluble, but can be removed with nail polish
remover, acetone, or paint thinner.

FOLD EDGE TO INSIDE TO
INSERT TABS

HANGER

LURE PLACEMENT

1. Separate two traps by pulling apart horizontally.

2. Carefully fold trap into 3 sections using the deep creases on trap.
Glued surface should be on the outside.

3. Fold 2 inch edge with slots to inside, and insert tabs into slots. Secure
with twist ties at top and bottom of trap.

4. Hook each arm of the hanger (optional) into center holes of the 3 trap
sections.

5. Attach lure with twist-tie (included) to the small opening at the top of the
hanger.

ASSEMBLY (it is highly recommended this is done in the field)

DEPLOYMENT

PLACEMENT

1. Attach a weight (tennis balls are good) to one
end of fishing line and the other end to nylon
rope (3/16th” recommended), and throw
weight over tree branch.

2. Pull fishing line until nylon rope is within
reach. Attach rope to trap using large top
hole in hanger, and pull up into tree to desired
height.

3. To facilitate ‘steering’ while pulling into tree,
attach another rope into the one of the holes
in the bottom of the trap to guide the trap up.
Tie both ropes to tree (do not tangle ropes).

TWIST TIES

HOIST ROPE OVER BRANCH

Choose trees carefully, preferably with a diameter at breast height of 8”.
Use a branch stable enough to support weight of trap, and in as sunny a
location as possible.
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